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The Swedish Tourist Association had been founded in 1885 by a group of upper-middle-class male academics; the organization became the key intermediary in the Swedish tourism arena. "Know Your Country!" ("Känn ditt land!")-the Swedish Tourist Association's motto-echoed an ambition to shape national identity through tourism. As Lindhagen had voiced in earlier writings, the association worked "exclusively in the interest of the fatherland" with "the touring of Swedes in Sweden" as its aim.
2 This was clearly a paternalistic and romantic nationalistic ideology-and it was part of a broader European pattern. During the second half of the nineteenth century, the industrializing nations established alpine clubs and tourist associations as a part of the nationbuilding processes that took place throughout Europe.
The Swedish Tourist Association targeted youth and eventually workers: by discovering their country, its unique cultural heritage and national landscapes, tourists would ostensibly discover themselves.
With the advent of the railway, the mountain regions in northern Sweden had become accessible; hiking trails and mountain cabins were soon built under the auspices of the association.
3 The association's brand of tourism embodied a longing for authenticity and the simple life, an antidote to the fast-paced though comfortable life led by the bourgeois middle classes in Sweden's modern, industrializing cities. This version of tourism posited that the experience of nature in its pure form could be attained by stripping away the culture's layer of varnish.
4
A physically active, even strenuous regime, the tourism promoted by the association represented a bourgeois form of masculinity in which the family was strangely absent, and sexuality was suppressed by the disciplining of the body.
5 For example, the association organized daylong hikes-and often separated men and women in lodgings. In the 1930s, the association established a network of hostels (vandrarhem, literally translated as "wanderers' homes"). A collective form of accommodation, the hostels were simple affairs in which men and women indeed stayed in different dormitories. Swedish hostels were designed with the bicycle in mind. Often, hostels were situated in old farmhouses, manor houses, monasteries, and schools in the Swedish heartlandbuildings and landscapes that the association considered to be culturally and historically significant. By the end of the decade, the original twenty-nine hostels had increased to a nation-wide network consisting of nearly 300 such structures; in the early 1950s, the association claimed to have a monopoly on roadside lodging in Sweden. 6 The hostel movement became the most enduring physical manifestation of the association's ideology. In fact, the hostel itself still flourishes in Sweden, albeit in a thoroughly updated form. And it is the Swedish Tourist Association that indirectly retains control of Swedish hostels today.
In his letter to Waldenström, Lindhagen argued that the Swedish Tourist Association, with its ambition to foster national integration through tourism, presented an alternative to the commercial forms of mass tourism. With its focus on an individual, physically active, outdoor form of tourism that was "preferably hard and very demanding," Lindhagen claimed that the association stood for a "vintage bourgeois idealism." 7 As such, Lindhagen practically spelled it out: the Swedish Tourist Association embraced a bourgeois form of tourism. This originated in the mid-nineteenth century. Subsequently bourgeois tourism acquired a hegemonic position that lasted well into the 1930s, if not longer. In the words of the American historian Ellen Furlough, tourism was mainly a "practice of privilege" during this period. It was limited to the social groups that enjoyed the privilege of paid vacations and had the financial
